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TEASER

INT. 99TH PRECINCT HEADQUARTERS - BULLPEN - 9:22AM

JAKE, CHARLES, AMY, ROSA, GINA, TERRY, HITCHCOCK, and SCULLY 
look up from their desks as HOLT enters from his OFFICE.

JAKE
Good morning, Captain!  How the 
heck was your weekend? 

HOLT
Attention, all!  I’ve completed 
evaluating your competency exams.

JAKE
Sounds like quite the “rager”. 

AMY
I’m number one, right Captain?

GINA
Number one butt-kisser, maybe.

HOLT
You all performed equally well on 
the physical portion-- 

TERRY
I’m physically equal to them!?

Everyone stares at Scully and Hitchcock, who eat DOUGHNUTS.

HITCHCOCK
I was exempt due to a bladder 
infection.

SCULLY
And I was exempt due to helping him 
with his bladder infection.

JAKE
Well, that image is seared into my 
mind forever. 

HOLT
And you all passed the written 
portion as well-

Everyone CHEERS, congratulates themselves.

HOLT (CONT’D)
-Except Detective Peralta.
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JAKE
Excuse me?  Pretty sure I aced it.

INT. BRIEFING ROOM - FLASHBACK

Jake, Charles, Amy, Rosa, Gina, and Terry fill out SCANTRONS.  
Jake holds his up, showing he has “bubbled-in” a SMILEY FACE.

JAKE
Great resemblance, huh?  Whose a 
handsome test?

Jake KISSES his Scantron. 

BACK TO SCENE.

JAKE (CONT’D)
Come on, Captain.  That multiple-
choice stuff is for third-graders!

HOLT
Okay then, lets move onto your 
short answers.  “Which tool is used 
to assist in the vehicular 
extrication of crash victims?”  
Answer: “The giant ‘cut-y’ things”.

JAKE
That’s not what you call them?

HOLT
“How would you save a child from a 
well?”  Answer:  “With a bear-trap 
on a rope.”

JAKE
It’s how my pappy saved me!

HOLT
What is the difference between--

JAKE
Okay, so I’m not the most graceful 
with words!  No need to rub it in. 

Jake marches off, trips on a MOP BUCKET, careens into the 
STAIRWELL, where this is a loud CRASH.

JAKE (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Help!  Someone get the “cut-y” 
things!

END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE

INT. HOLT’S OFFICE - DAY

Jake holds his TEST, sits across the desk from irate Holt.

JAKE 
It’s not like this test matters.  
The questions are so stupid!  Like, 
“How many bullets are in twenty 
percent of a magazine.”  I mean, 
what kind of moron wrote that?

HOLT
Me.  I wrote it. 

JAKE
In that case, what I meant to say 
was, this test is extremely fair 
and it was an honor to take it.

HOLT
I know you may consider this a tad 
“old school”, but I happen believe 
my officers should be literate in 
their own professions!  That is why 
you will retake my test until you 
pass.

JAKE
No problem-o.  It’ll be just like 
high school, which I was great at.

HOLT
You told me you were voted “Most 
Likely to Die from a Self-Inflicted 
Head Wound”. 

JAKE
It was a contested election. 

INT. BULLPEN - TERRY’S DESK - DAY

Terry stares at Hitchcock and Scully eating FRIED CHICKEN. 

TERRY
You two sure are lucky you didn’t 
have to face me in that physical.

HITCHCOCK
Why bother?  It’s obvious we’d win.
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SCULLY
You should have seen us back in the 
day.  Rippling six pack abs, jaw 
lines that could cripple a horse.

HITCHCOCK
And literally drowning in ladies.  

TERRY
Too bad the only chicks you can get 
now are deep fried. 

SCULLY
Well, they are finger-licking good. 

TERRY
Just admit it.  In this day and 
age, you’d never beat me in a 
contest of strength and wits. 

HITCHCOCK
(chewing)

How about you put your money where 
my mouth is.

TERRY
Because it’s full, already. 

INT. INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

Amy enters to find Holt watching what appears to be Jake 
filling out an EXAM through ONE-WAY GLASS. 

AMY
I finished today’s assignments, 
Captain!  Ready for more!

HOLT
Not now, Santiago.  I’m watching 
Peralta’s make-up test to be sure 
he doesn’t cheat.

AMY
He sure looks focused.

HOLT
Yes.  Suspiciously, so.

Holt considers, exits, enters on the other side of the glass, 
touches the figure’s arm so he jumps up, spins around, 
REVEALING Charles in JAKE’S CLOTHES and SUNGLASSES. 
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CHARLES
Hey, Captain.  It’s me, The Jake-
inator! 

HOLT
I’m very disappointed in you.  
Peralta would never say that.

CHARLES
Damn!  Knew I should’ve gone with 
“P-Jizzy”.

INT. EVIDENCE LOCKER - DAY

Amy enters with Holt, pulling Charles, to find Jake HIDING. 

HOLT
Did you really think this pitiful 
disguise would fool me?

JAKE
It fooled my prom date!  Told you 
this would be like high school. 

HOLT
This is not a game, detective.  
Until you show me you have at least 
half a brain, you are forbidden 
from going out in the field! 

JAKE
What!?  Why, this is codswallop! 

CHARLES
I agree!  Though I’m not sure what 
that means.  Besides, we’re just 
closing in on the “Rolex Wrangler”.

JAKE
He only robs expensive watch 
stores.  Super cool!

HOLT
Well, it looks like Doyle will be 
working with Detective Dias to 
catch this “super cool criminal”, 
while Santiago helps Peralta study.

AMY
Me?  Oh no, Captain.  I am not a 
great tutor.  The last time I 
helped someone study they ended up 
faking mono just to avoid me.
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JAKE
Too bad I already used that excuse. 

AMY
I knew it!  So then, why did you 
really skip Valentine’s Day?

JAKE
I think that’s obvious.  Those tiny 
chocolates really freak me out.  

INT. BULLPEN - ROSA’S DESK - DAY

Charles walks up to Rosa’s desk. 

ROSA
Why so blue, chicken stew?

CHARLES
Jake’s grounded, so now I need your 
help with the Rolex Wrangler.

ROSA
Sweet, I was hoping to get in on 
the action.  That guy is so cool.

CHARLES
That’s just what Jake would say.

ROSA
Come on, chicken thong.  Meet you 
in the car.

Rosa walks off, Gina passes Charles. 

CHARLES
Did you notice that?

GINA
I didn’t even notice you.

CHARLES
The nick-names.  Saying I’m cool.  

(gasp)
She must be into me, again!

GINA
Sweet naive Charles.  Nobody’s ever 
been into you!  The only reason I 
ever slept with you was for your 
“Spice Girls Work-Out” tapes. 
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INT. CHARLES’ APARTMENT - DAY - FLASHBACK

Gina DANCES in front of the TV, following the INSTRUCTOR.

GINA
And zig.  And zig.  And Ah!

BACK TO SCENE.

CHARLES
I must be her “rebound” from 
Adrian!  I learned that term from 
“Women’s Health Quarterly”

GINA
You read Women’s Health Quarterly? 

CHARLES
Just for the articles!  This is 
bad, Gina.  I’ve got to let her 
down easy.  She knows I’m with 
Genevieve, now.  I can’t be syrup-
ing both ends of the waffle! 

GINA
Five minutes without Jake and 
you’re already unravelling.  Sad.

CHARLES
Gina, I need you to help make me as 
unattractive as possible!

Gina WAVES HER HANDS over Charles, like casting a spell.

GINA
Done.

INT. BRIEFING ROOM - DAY

Holt stands at the front, watching Jake scribble away.

HOLT
No cheating this time, Peralta. 

JAKE
Me?  Cheat?  Wouldn’t dream of it. 

Jake taps his CELL under the desk.  Holt holds up a BATTERY.

HOLT
Oh, and I took the liberty of 
removing your cell-phone battery, 
just so you’re not tempted. 
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Jake turns over his SMARTPHONE, sees the BACK is RIPPED OFF. 

JAKE
There goes my warranty. 

HOLT
Be sure to take extra time on the 
personal essay section.  I take 
penmanship very seriously.

Jake is ASLEEP on the test, DROOLING. 

HOLT (CONT’D)
Water damage counts against you, as 
well.

INT. BULLPEN - JAKE’S DESK - LATER

Holt reviews Jake’s TEST. 

HOLT
-And under “Colors of the 
Department” you put “Red”.

JAKE
Because of the fire for justice 
burning in my soul.

HOLT
I could consult the answer key, but 
I’m fairly certain from my uniform 
that it is more akin to “blue”.

JAKE
Come on, I took your dumb test, now 
can I please go do my job?  

HOLT
I’m administering this exam for a 
reason, and until you’ve passed you 
are not going anywhere.  We will 
try again after lunch. 

Holt exits, Amy crosses to Jake with a LARGE POSTER BOARD.

AMY
Finally ready to buckle down?  
Look, I made a flow chart for you.  
I call it, “Amy’s handy-dandy study-
buddy”.  It comes with a song!

(singing)
Oh, A is for-
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JAKE
Amy, not now!  Did you hear that?
He said there’s a reason for this 
test and that he has the answer 
key.  Don’t you see?  He’s 
challenging me to steal it.  It’s a 
test of my detective skills.  
That’s the real test! 

AMY
I honestly think it’d be faster to 
just study.

JAKE
Jake Peralta doesn’t study.  The 
world studies him.  And he has no 
answers.  Only more questions!  
But, anyway, we are stealing those 
answers!  You with me, Terry?   

TERRY
Terry does love a caper, but 
stealing from the Captain?  No way.

HITCHCOCK
Figures the big baby’s afraid to 
steal from “da-da”. 

SCULLY
We’ll get those answers without 
breaking a sweat.

JAKE
You’re already sweating.  A lot.

TERRY
You’re going to take their help 
over mine?  Oh Hell no!  It’s on, 
now.  It’s on!

JAKE
I appreciate the enthusiasm, but 
can we tone it down a little? 

Terry crosses to Jake, whispers with terrifying fury. 

TERRY
It’s on. 

JAKE
That’s the stuff.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

INT. BRIEFING ROOM - DAY

Jake, Amy, Terry, Scully, and Hitchcock gather around Jake, 
who traces his finger on BLUEPRINTS of the building.

JAKE
Alright gang, this heist is gonna 
require all our skills as law-men.

TERRY
Then, why do I feel like a crook?

JAKE
I told you, Terry, this is just a 
test!  A test of our intelligence-
ness... ness...  Our brain smarts!

AMY
Wow, Jake, I think you really do 
need to open a book, sometime. 

JAKE
“Nonsense-ness”!  Now, listen up!  
Scully and Hitchcock, you draw out 
the Captain with your diversion.

Scully pats Hitchcock’s back, making him COUGH.

SCULLY
Don’t worry, Hitchcock’s had plenty 
of practice choking on food. 

HITCHCOCK
You should have seen me at Scully’s 
ex-wife’s house, last Thanksgiving!

JAKE
Why were you at Scully’s ex-wife’s 
Thanksgiving?

HITCHCOCK
The turkey.

JAKE
Right...  Then, Terry, you engage 
the Captain in conversation while 
Amy and I search his office.

AMY
Hey, I never agreed to this!
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JAKE
He ordered you to help me pass, 
right?  

AMY
But, the only thing I’ve ever 
stolen was a grape from the produce 
aisle.  Oh God, I shouldn’t have 
told you that!  Please don’t tell!

JAKE
On second thought, why don’t you 
just stay out of the way? 

AMY
No problem, that’s what I was voted 
most likely to do in high school!

TERRY
What should we talk about?  You 
know Terry doesn’t do small talk.

JAKE
Just ask him about his antique 
globe collection.  That should be 
good for, oh, about three hours.  
Ready and...  break!

Jake puts his hand in the middle, but when nobody joins him, 
he throws it in the air by himself. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
Go team...

INT/EXT. GEARSON’S WATCH STORE - BROOKLYN - DAY

Charles and Rosa investigate the AFTERMATH OF A WATCH STORE 
ROBBERY.  GEARSON (70), an old bearded man, trembles. 

CHARLES
Watch where you’re going!  See what 
I did there?

ROSA
Good one, Charles.

CHARLES
(aside)

“Good one”?  This is worse than I 
thought. 
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GEARSON
They took everything.  The Rolexes, 
the Omegas, the Guccis...  Even my 
homemade “Mr. Tickies”.  

ROSA
Relax, pops.  We’ll get back your 
stolen time. 

GEARSON
I’m seventy years old.  That’d be 
an accomplishment. 

Charles puts his PHONE to his ear, walks out of the shop.

INT. BULLPEN - GINA’S DESK - INTERCUT

Gina talks on her PHONE while Jake gets ready by Holt’s door.

CHARLES
It’s happening, Gina.  She’s 
totally falling for me.  Just like 
two years ago, though she’d never 
admit how desperate she was. 

GINA
Take a deep breath, Charles.  Do 
you have the cologne I got you?

CHARLES
The one that’s like an ape farted 
in week-old Albanian food?

GINA
Exactly.  Now, stink yourself up! 

CHARLES
Okay, smell you later.

GINA
God, I hope not. 

END INTERCUT.

Charles HANGS UP, puts on COLOGNE just before Rosa passes.  
He coughs, grimaces, holds in his breath, turning red. 

ROSA
Hey Charles, you smell like death 
metal crossed with rotting flesh... 
I dig it.
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CHARLES
(aside)

Damn your heavenly scent, Charles!

INT. BULLPEN - HITCHCOCK AND SCULLY’S DESK - DAY

Terry leans on Hitchcock and Scully’s desk. 

TERRY
Frankly, I can’t even imagine you 
two as competent detectives. 

SCULLY
Trust me, at one point, we were the 
cream of the crop!

Hitchcock CHOKES on his fried chicken.

AMY
Not yet, Hitchcock!

TERRY
I think he’s really choking! 

Terry tries to do the “HEIMLICH”, but cannot lift Hitchcock.

SCULLY
Come on, “Mr. Strongman”!

TERRY
I’m trying!  It’s like he’s made of 
super-compressed pound cake! 

SCULLY
Well, that is his main diet. 

Terry forces Hitchcock to spit out a BONE just as Holt runs 
out of his office.  Jake RUNS INSIDE, unnoticed. 

HOLT
What’s going on, here?

TERRY
Not to worry, Captain.  Just doing 
my new work-out:  The tubby crunch!

HOLT
You’ve got hot-sauce all down your 
uniform. 
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AMY
Guess red is one of our colors 
after all, huh Chief?  Just like 
Jake said?  That’s funny, right?

HOLT
Stick to your day job, Santiago.  
But, that reminds me, it is time 
for his retake. 

Jake, triumphant, BOUNDS OUT of Holt’s office.

JAKE
All ready, Captain!

Jake gives a NOD and a WINK to Amy, who gives a “THUMBS UP”.

HOLT
What was that exchange, just now?

JAKE
Oh, I was just letting Amy know I 
got her anti-diuretic medication.

HOLT
I see.  You should eat more fiber, 
Santiago. 

Amy freezes in a MORTIFIED EXPRESSION.

INT. ROLEX STORE - AFTERNOON

Charles and Rosa interview a CLERK after another robbery.

CHARLES
Let me give you a hand with that, 
Rosa.  Get it?  Like a clock hand? 

ROSA
And I’m gonna punch you in the 
face.  Like a clock face!  But, 
really, your face.

CHARLES
Since when do you return my puns? 

CLERK
Excuse me, what about my store?

CHARLES
Let me guess, you’re “out of time”? 
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CLERK
Please, enough clock puns!

CHARLES
There’s never enough clock puns!

INT. HOLT’S OFFICE - AFTERNOON

Jake bursts in as Holt finishes grading his NEW TEST. 

JAKE
(cockney accent)

‘Ow ‘bout dem apples, Governa’?  Da 
poor lad got ‘imself an “A”? 

HOLT
Actually, this is the worst yet.

JAKE
(Australian accent)

Crikey, you can’t be serious!
(normal accent)

No, I lost it.  But, what do you 
mean?  That’s impossible!

HOLT
Question:  “What is the maximum 
range of a standard sniper rifle?”  
Answer: “Three Inches”. 

JAKE
They don’t make ‘em like they used 
to.

HOLT
Question:  What is the leading 
cause of psychotic break-downs?  
Answer:  “President Hoover”.

JAKE
He was a really bad president. 

HOLT
It’s almost as if all of these 
answers were copied verbatim from 
an answer key without even reading 
the questions. 

JAKE
Now, who would be daring enough to 
pull off a stunt like that?

Holt opens a CABINET, ruffles STACKS OF PAPERS. 
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HOLT
Somebody who’s also dumb enough not 
to realize I have over one-hundred 
different tests, each with five 
separate, coded answer documents. 

JAKE
God, is this what you do for fun? 

HOLT
So you admit to stealing from me?

JAKE
I thought that’s what you wanted?  
To test me as a Detective!

HOLT
No, the test is what’s testing 
that.

JAKE
Come on, I’ve taken this stupid 
thing three times, already! 

HOLT
And you will take it three more 
times or three-hundred more times, 
or how ever many times it takes for 
you to take it seriously! 

JAKE
So what you’re saying is, the real 
test is for me to get out of the 
office without you noticing!

HOLT
I’m not saying that at all.

Jake smiles as he strolls out the door.

JAKE
Challenge accepted!

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

INT. BULLPEN - AMY’S DESK - AFTERNOON

Jake slams his hands on Amy’s desk, making her jump.

JAKE
(gangster accent)

We’re getting out of here, see?  
Time to spring the chickens, hatch 
the geese, rouse the roosters--

AMY
What on Earth are you saying?

JAKE
I’m escaping!  Charles needs me out 
there!  Who knows how he’s coping 
only Rosa to talk to?

GINA
Oh, he’s falling apart, I can tell 
you that much.

INT. CHARLE’S SQUAD CAR - DAY - FLASH

Charles is so SWEATY he cannot grip the wheel.  Rosa LEANS 
ACROSS him to help.  He faints, making them SWERVE.

BACK TO SCENE.

TERRY
Man, why don’t you just study?  We 
didn’t have any trouble passing.

SCULLY
Especially us.  Physically equal, 
right Terry?

TERRY
That’s it, we’re settling this, 
now.  To the gym! 

HITCHCOCK
I can’t, I have a bad back.

SCULLY
And I’m helping with his bad back.

Terry grabs Hitchcock and Scully, pulls them out of the room.
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JAKE
Well, I can’t wait around, anymore.  
Gina, some theme music, please?  

GINA
Sure!  I’ve been working on my 
audition for “The Voice”.

(singing in the style of 
“Mission Impossible”)

Doo-doo, doo-dee, doo-doo...

AMY
(covers ears)

Work harder!

Jake rolls on the floor, out the door, right into Holt.

JAKE
Captain!  Fancy meeting you here, 
in the door, blocking my path...

HOLT
If you’re trying to sneak past me, 
you ought to consider not doing it 
to loud, distracting theme music.

Jake rolls his eyes at Gina, who sings the “BIG FINISH”.

GINA
(singing)

...DOO-DA-DOO!

INT. GYM - AFTERNOON

Terry wears WORK-OUT CLOTHES next to Hitchcock and Scully.

TERRY
Let’s start with some suicides. Ten 
laps back and forth across the gym! 

HITCHCOCK
I’d rather actually commit suicide. 
Isn’t there any way out of this?

TERRY
Sure!  Admit I’m physically 
superior in every way!

HITCHCOCK
Alright, alright.  You’re on. 

TERRY
Alright then.  Ready and GO!
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They all take off running.  Terry reaches the wall, turns 
back, sees Hitchcock kneeling over fallen Scully.

SCULLY
I think he slipped a disk!  

INT. BRIEFING ROOM - AFTERNOON

Jake enters to find Charles and Rosa studying CRIME SCENE 
PHOTOS and MAPS taped to the WHITEBOARD. 

ROSA
I’m getting a coffee.  Want one?

CHARLES
(nervous, yelling)

NO THANKS!

ROSA
Okay...

Rosa exits. 

CHARLES
Did you hear that, Jake?  Now, 
she’s offering me drinks.  She’s 
totally into me!

JAKE
Are you out of your gourde Charles?  
You’re in a serious relationship.  
You can’t butter both halves of 
your waffle! 

CHARLES
That’s exactly what I’ve been 
saying!  Oh, why must I be such a 
chick magnet?

JAKE
Have you tried, what’s that called?  
Oh yeah!  Talking to her?

CHARLES
With...  Words!?  Blasphemy!

JAKE
Charles, words are the most 
powerful weapon we have!  Besides 
bullets.  And axes.  And axes that 
shoot bullets.  But, they’re up 
there!  So, load up that mouth 
cannon and get going!  
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CHARLES
Alright!  Thanks, P-Jizzy!  Now 
take the time to really ace that 
test! 

Charles runs out. 

JAKE
You got it!  Wait, what did you 
just call me!?  

Jake glances at the crime photos, NOTICES SOMETHING.

JAKE (CONT’D)
Wait a sec.  The time?  Eureka!  

INT. HOLT’S OFFICE - SECONDS LATER

Jake bursts in on Holt, who sits at his desk.

JAKE
Captain, I just realized something-

HOLT
This better not be another hair-
brained scheme.

JAKE
No, it’s not hair-brained.  It’s 
not even a scheme!  It’s-

HOLT
Enough, Peralta!  I was hoping it 
wouldn’t come to this, but I might 
have to suspend you.

JAKE
Suspension!?  Now, I really feel 
like I’m in high school.

HOLT
You’re certainly acting like it.

JAKE
I just don’t understand why this is 
such a big deal to you!

Holt stands, takes a FRAMED PICTURE OF HIMSELF AS A ROOKIE 
COP off the SHELF, looks at it as he crosses back to Jake.

HOLT
I’ve always been a fan of written 
tests.  
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The neatness of the bubbles, the 
smell of a number two pencil, the 
elegance of a rigid number score.

JAKE
Ah yes, the finer things. 

HOLT
But, what I like most is the 
objectivity.  As an openly gay, 
black detective, I was constantly 
mocked and ridiculed, and even my 
most perfect cases were picked 
apart.  But, when we got those 
tests, that was my time to shine.  
They’re the one place where there 
can be no debate, where everything 
is truly just black and white.

JAKE
Probably a poor choice of words...

HOLT
That’s what I want for you, Jake.  
A chance to prove you’re more than 
just a goofy cop who does accents.

JAKE
(Jamaican accent)

Aw, Captain, you’re tuggin’ me 
heart strings.

Holt puts down the picture. 

HOLT
But, perhaps I was wrong. 

JAKE
No, Captain, I was wrong.  Time to 
leave the clock catching to Boyle 
and ace that test, all on my own!

INT. BULLPEN - AMY’S DESK - AFTERNOON

Jake slams his hands on Amy’s desk. 

JAKE
Amy, I need you to help me ace that 
test, all on my own! 

AMY
So, you’re finally ready for the 
flow chart?
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JAKE
I hate to say it, but yes.  Time 
for a study montage!  Gina?

GINA
You got it!

(singing in the style of 
“ROCKY”)

Doo-dah-doo, Doo-dah-doo...

AMY
Oh, Lord...

MONTAGE:

INT. EVIDENCE ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Amy stands by Jake as he BENCH-PRESSES a open TEXT-BOOK over 
his face.  GINA’S SINGING continues. 

INT. BRIEFING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

AMY draws DIAGRAMS on the WHITE BOARD, Jake fastens his eyes 
OPEN with SCOTCH TAPE. 

INT. GYM - CONTINUOUS

Amy quizzes Jake with FLASH CARDS as he RUNS on a TREADMILL. 

INT. BULLPEN - JAKE’S DESK - LATER

Jake slams down the cover of a TEXT-BOOK, looks up at Amy, as 
Gina sings the “BIG FINISH”. 

END OF MONTAGE.

GINA
(singing)

DOO-DAH-DAH!

AMY
You haven’t learned anything, have 
you?

JAKE
Nope.  Back to cheating!

END OF ACT THREE
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ACT FOUR

INT. CHARLES’ SQUAD CAR - AFTERNOON

Charles hangs up his cell-phone, turns to Rosa.

CHARLES
Uh-huh.  Thanks, Jake-inator. 

(hangs up)
Jake figured it out!  Let’s clock 
and roll! 

ROSA
Ha.

CHARLES
That’s the last straw.  Rosa, are 
you falling for me?

ROSA
What!?  Where is this coming from? 

CHARLES
You’ve been laughing at my jokes, 
complimenting my odors, and you 
haven’t made fun of me all day.

ROSA
That’s your definition of love?  
You’re pathetic, Charles.

CHARLES
Now, there’s the Rosa I know.

ROSA
I’m not joking.  I’ve been trying 
to be nicer to you, since you’ve 
proved yourself a good friend 
lately with everything that’s 
happened, but now you’ve gone and 
made things weird.  I don’t think 
we can work together anymore.

CHARLES
Wait, Rosa, baby--

ROSA
Stop, you’re making it worse.  
Let’s just finish this case, then 
I’m never speaking to you again. 

CHARLES
My mouth cannon just back-fired. 
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INT. BULLPEN - TERRY’S DESK - AFTERNOON

Sweating and exhausted, Terry dumps Hitchcock on the ground 
by his desk, falls into his chair.

TERRY
The “Tubby-Crunch” should be an 
actual work-out! 

Hitchcock stands, walks back to his desk. 

HITCHCOCK
Thanks for the ride!

TERRY
What?  You said you slipped a disk!

HITCHCOCK
And slipped my way to victory!  
Great thinking on our part.

SCULLY
Guess we’re the superior 
detectives, after all!

TERRY
I just carried you up three flights 
of stairs!  You can’t even do three 
steps without wheezing! 

HITCHCOCK
All it takes to be a good detective 
is the ability to make people do 
what you want. 

SCULLY
So, I’m pretty sure we won.

TERRY
I hate you both so much.

INT. GEARSON’S WATCHES - EVENING

Charles and Rosa run in, GUNS DRAWN.  Gearson stands. 

CHARLES
NYPD!  Hands in the air.

ROSA
Listen to him, he’s a self-centered 
ego-maniac.
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CHARLES
Rosa, please, let’s not fight in 
front of the criminal.

GEARSON
Why all the fuss, officers?

ROSA
Save it, “beard-o”.  We know you’re 
behind this rash of time-related 
thefts.  The only Mr. Tickies 
stolen were from here, just to save 
you from suspicion!

CHARLES
You were trying to run out the 
competition, weren’t you?

The sound of GUNS COCKING behind them makes Charles and Rosa 
spin around to see THREE GANGSTERS pointing PISTOLS at them.  

GEARSON
Well done, detectives.  But I’m 
afraid now, your time is up.

CHARLES
(to Rosa)

Well, at least this breaks the 
awkward sexual tension. 

INT. BRIEFING ROOM - EVENING

Jake finishes his test, brings it up to Holt at the front of 
the room.  Holt reads it, RAISES HIS EYE-BROWS. 

HOLT
Well, you finally passed, Peralta!  

JAKE
Yes!  Then, I’m off!  But, before I 
go, can I throw my cap in the air 
like I just graduated? 

HOLT
You’re not wearing a cap.

JAKE
Don’t worry, I borrowed yours! 

Jake takes HOLT’S CAPTAIN’S HAT out from behind his back, 
tosses it in the air.  It lands in the PAPER SHREDDER, which 
destroys half of it before JAMMING and SMOKING.
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JAKE (CONT’D)
Mazel tov?

INT. GEARSON’S WATCHES - BASEMENT - EVENING

In a CELLAR LINED WITH INTERESTING CLOCKS, Charles and Rosa 
are TIED back to back in METAL CHAIRS, while Gearson paces, 
waving a PISTOL, as the gangsters look on. 

GEARSON
You thought you could grind my 
gears?  That I’d just stop ticking?  
Well, you’re in the wrong time zone 
now, friends...

CHARLES
I was wrong!  There can be too many 
clock puns! 

ROSA
I don’t know what’s worse, this 
situation or the fact you thought I 
was into you. 

CHARLES
I just wanted to spare your 
feelings, because I’ve moved on.

ROSA
So have I!  Why even bring it up?

GEARSON
...Yes, the last sands of your 
hourglass are dripping away.  I’m 
resetting your dials to “zero”... 

CHARLES
Because, I know there was something 
between us, once?

ROSA
No. 

CHARLES
Not even a tiny, little spark?

ROSA
No.

CHARLES
Fine.  Well, you can at least admit 
we work well together.
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ROSA
This is working well?

CHARLES
We found the culprit, didn’t we?

ROSA
I’m really wishing we hadn’t.

GEARSON
...time to clean your clocks... 

CHARLES
I’m sorry for jumping to 
conclusions.  Can we please go back 
to you being nice to me?  I won’t 
read any more into it.

ROSA
No, you’ve lost that privilege.  
It’s back to “Boyle the boil”.  
But, I guess we can still do cases 
together, so long as you never 
speak of this again. 

CHARLES
I promise!  Thanks, Rosa.  I do 
actually think I’m more efficient 
with you than with--

Jake, Amy, and POLICE OFFICERS break through the door, train 
GUNS on Gearson and the gangsters, who DROP their weapons, 
put their hands in the air.  

JAKES
Hands at twelve, boys!  Sorry to 
clock-block your little scheme. 

CHARLES
Jake!  Thank God!  

GEARSON
Damn!  Lost track of time. 

The gangsters ROLL THEIR EYES. 

CHARLES
I missed you so much, Jake.

JAKE
You too, partner!  Amy, get the 
“cut-y” things. 

Amy looks at Jake with an EXASPERATED EXPRESSION. 
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INT. BULLPEN - NIGHT

Jake, Amy, Holt, Gina, Terry, Scully, and Hitchcock are 
gathered around Charles and Rosa, APPLAUDING. 

CHARLES
Thanks, but really, let’s hear it 
for Rosa.  She’s one tough cookie! 

ROSA
Please, stop.  Applause is for 
babies and drama queens. 

HOLT
Speaking of drama queens, I would 
be remiss if I didn’t acknowledge 
Detective Peralta, who after seven 
attempts, finally passed his 
competency evaluation. 

There is LACK-LUSTER APPLAUSE. 

TERRY
And let’s hear it for Scully and 
Hitchcock, who agreed to let me 
have more time with my family by 
doing all my paper-work this week.

There is TREMENDOUS APPLAUSE. 

HITCHCOCK
Hey, we didn’t--

HOLT
Excellent display of camaraderie, 
you two.  I’m very proud. 

TERRY
(whisper)

Getting people to do what you want 
is what makes a good detective, 
right?  Point, Terry!

Hitchcock and Scully exchange sullen glances.  Jake stands.

JAKE
Hate to derail the applause wagon, 
but I have to come clean.  Captain, 
I cheated on the exam. 

HOLT
But, I watched you the entire time.
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INT. INTERROGATION ROOM - FLASHBACK

As Jake writes, he scratches his chest, looks DOWN HIS SHIRT.

BACK TO SCENE.

JAKE
Not close enough, it would seem.

Jake RIPS OFF HIS SHIRT, revealing thousands of TINY WORDS 
written in PERMANENT INK all over his body.

JAKE (CONT’D)
You got “Prison Break-d”, son!

CHARLES
Oh my God, I can’t believe he 
“Prison Break-d” you!

HOLT
Forgive me, but I’m not caught up 
on my cancelled, “late two-
thousands” TV series.

JAKE
I copied down everything from all 
of your one-hundred answer keys and 
got away with cheating right under 
your nose.  That proves I’m a good 
detective, right?  

HOLT
It proves your a dishonest 
detective who is incapable of 
answering simple questions. 

ROSA
No offense, Sir, but your test 
really wasn’t that simple.

TERRY
Terry has to agree.  Most of the 
questions really aren’t that 
applicable to real life.  I mean, 
when would it help me to know how 
many bullets it takes to fill a 
thirty-two ounce graduated 
cylinder?  

CHARLES
Or how many laws on the books apply 
to “lawn mower theft”? 
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JAKE
Look Captain, I know when you were 
a rookie you relied on tests for an 
“objective evaluation,” but I’d 
prefer to be judged by what I do in 
the world, not on paper. 

HOLT
You all feel this way?

Everyone NODS except AMY, who violently shakes her head.   

HOLT (CONT’D)
I suppose I have been rather 
inflexible...  Very well.  From now 
on, no more standardized tests. 

Everyone except Amy CHEERS.

AMY
What?  No!  Now, my handy-dandy 
study-buddy is useless. 

Amy knocks her poster-board display into the garbage. 

HOLT
However, in the spirit of fairness, 
Detective Peralta is still 
prohibited from field work until he 
can pass without cheating. 

Holt exits to his office. 

JAKE
Piece of cake.  You all will help 
me, right?

Everyone RUNS OFF, leaving Jake alone. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
Fine, I got this!  Easy as putting 
a whatcha-ma-doodle in a thing-a-ma-
bob.

Jake runs his fingers across his INKED CHEST. 

JAKE (CONT’D)
Man, I really hope this is 
washable.

END OF SHOW
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